Jonathan Tilley is a brand strategist who helps creative people transition into
successful creative freelancers and entrepreneurs.
Besides his many accomplishments as a voice actor and ex-dancer, Jonathan is
proud to have rolled around on the floor as a cat in his viral TEDx Talk, "What
Creativity Is Trying To Tell You". His online course, League of List Builders has
taught thousands of professional creatives how to build a business around their art
and share their talent with the world.
He is the author of the self-published ebook Voice Over Garden, winner of the 2013
Small Business Book Award for Start-Ups, which has been called “a standing
ovation” and “quite brilliant” by the voice over industry.
Since 2002, Jonathan also freelances as a voice actor having voiced thousands of
corporate narrations and business presentations for companies like MercedesBenz, FujiFilm, Porsche, IBM, Siemens, KIA, Philips, BASF and also voiced
commercials for Red Bull, Nivea for Men, Google, Sprite, and Coca-Cola.
From 1999 - 2007, Jonathan could be seen in the blockbuster musicals “A Chorus
Line”, "Mamma Mia!”, "Cats”, “Dance of the Vampires”, and “42nd Street”. He was
Assistant Associate Choreographer for the German and Russian productions of
“Mamma Mia!” and choreographed runway shows throughout Europe for L’Oreal,
Wella, and Intercoiffure. He can also be seen in the movie “Center Stage” filmed
in New York City’s Lincoln Center.
Seven random things Jonathan is interested in nowadays: walking his French
bulldog Dexter, getting lost in old bookstores while simultaneously being lost in a
new city, analyzing the price of precious metals, understanding the multi-layered
resiliency of spirit, collecting fake leather biker jack...
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Testimonials
The audience felt very involved because his approach is very interactive and
heis absolutely passionate about the topics he speaks about. Asan event organiser
I felt very delighted to have him as a speaker atour Conference on
Entrepreneurship in Lüneburg.
- LEUPHANA UNIVERSITY.

Not only was working with Jonathan extremely pleasant and easy-going from
the first contact on, he also became a conference favorite of our guests with his
unique way of delivering valuable content and engaging the whole audience.
- MAASTRICHT ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK .
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